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We are the concrete work of Leo
Rainer, the cabinets and carpen­
ters of Mr. Sprague, and the at­
ractive element in the $1.6 mil­
lion stores by George Pettie.

I believe there are many more
people will cross this threshold
(we have it for two years to come), to enjoy, because we have separated the
development and meaning of the
homestead-Council of School of Living.

Reactions, Suggestions Wanted

Some persons who had an early
chance of this property has im-
poned immediately Two are recurring.

"How absolutely marvelous about
the modern homestead... and the 100 acres
This is more like it. Now
writ in the childhood of a lot of us)
I don't mind. Here again, a

Thoughts on Homesteading. Part III—

We Must Not Only Grow Our
Food, But Preserve Itself

By Hal Porter

Keeping food would also pre­
tain, and I think that there
then someone advocates going back
ings and advising the drying, smok­
ing and serving. This was one thing
which a large number of homesteaders
food saved in this way look better,
vitamins, and even some of the

sible poisons. It may entail a lot
load, and it should help with some of this, cutting
meat, too, etc. But then, per­
haps, another person's attitude is all-important.

is no need to cut out the kitchen in a hurry he should
sick to the unhealthy light of the city
and suburban, and be dependent
on the supermarket for existence.

This plagues the real differ­
ce between homesteading in the modern manner and the ac­
cepted American way of life. The
city dweller is absolutely
enclosed and isolated, and he has no
remember the home reme­
dies used in those times (included
in the childhood of a lot of us)

I dry all tea leaves in small
bags for a week. I put the bunches
in a closet I jab a few
holes under a shelf in my kitch­

can store food in a way
keeping his food in a way
that will preserve all the nutri­
ture of 1 cup flour, 1 T. pow­
er and cheese from goat milk.
and bacteria. We pour our milk
of time.

Goat Cheese and Butter

Q. I need help in making but­
ters. I cannot get cream in my
block of goat's milk. I am interested in getting cream from a goat
ator, since this would be exper­
ts. It takes longer for cream to rise
skimmed like cow's milk. Don't
For that reason, the homestead
ly quickly from surrounding odors
butter. We pour our milk
through a filter pad, set the jars
to cool in cold water, and then
in refrigerater. At one time we
in one container, as in commercial
out of the milk without a sepa­

Meetings Planned

NFAers Invited to
Old Mill Center

Pennsylvania Natural Foods
Associates will hold their state
assembly in the Paintown Inn
College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
Many School of Living mem­
bers and friends will attend. All
of these, and any other interested
in the School of Living "idea,"
are invited to join us at Sunday.
June 12 (11 a.m.), at the new
School of Living Center. Heath­

Goat's milk needs practically no
work and cheese from goat milk.
and bacteria. We pour our milk
of time.

Letters, cont'd

TREICHLER HOME
of Walker, Iowa, is
now leaving.

TREICHLER HOME
Leaving Us Their Iowa Tea Lore

By Hal Porter

We homesteaders must think
in the chapter on "Beating
ot the milk is, however.

Martha returned to Bill's paren­

leaders of the NF A meeting­
years, to make your own gas gen­
societies as a whole for his very


doing so.

TREICHLER HOME
Leaving Us Their Iowa Tea Lore

By Hal Porter

We homesteaders must think
in the chapter on "Beating
of making the good tea leaves
and frans, and vegetables.

how to buy it. It is possible.

may be

of work counters and tables,
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load, and it should help with some of this, cutting
meat, too, etc. But then, per­
his coffee and some other things

I put a rubber band around

idea to go to work
his only hardship would be
in the money will be planned.

frequent voluntary contributions
in the money will be planned.

trusting this summer (and in
years, to make your own gas gen­
societies as a whole for his very

our input. If we are to
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